
  

Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by residents of the 

Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting Website.  This 

document provides data broken out by reports generated inside San Juan County and 

outside. 

With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has been bombarded.  Read 

the comments made by those who submit noise reports and feel the frustration, concern, 

and anger. 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECTS of 

NOISE NOISE NOISE 
All comments begin on page 11. 

Forks. Still circling but lower and louder. Chest 

thumping vibrations and roars make unpleasant 

conditions for sitting on my deck observing nature 

and the river. Come on Navy, give us a break on 

Sunday night! 

Incredibly loud screaming growler over Anacortes 

ferry dock. Children next to us are frightened. 

Jets are flying directly over Coupeville High School, 

Whidbey Hospital and neighborhoods. Extremely 

loud and disruptive. Shaking windows.  

Many flights every day.  Always 1 or 2, rarely 3.  

Always flying east over top of our house on 

Camano Hill. Always extremely loud.  I plug my 

ears if I am outside.  The noise tears through my 

body.  It is overwhelming. My heart races.  

S. Lopez: 12:17am. Awakened by screaming 

growler jet overhead. This is abuse. 

Live in Port Ludlow and the noise has been much 

worse than usual lately to the point it’s disrupting 

sleep. 

Measured at 192.7 yards altitude with my golfing 

range finder. It was loud enough that my ears were 

numb. We both have increased hearing loss from 

the noise.  

 

Jet Noise Report:  

June, July, August 2023 

The War on Sleep… 
Jets flying at night all week, starting at 9 pm in half-hour increments until midnight or 

12:15am last night. Readings are from 91-120 on the decibel reader. Children have difficulty 

sleeping.  

3 additional flights at 11:20, 11:24, and 11:31 over Dugualla Bay,so low/ loud woke, the entire 

household from sleep.  

Extremely low and loud and late. Woke entire household. Additional disruptive flights at 

12:06 and 12:09 am.  

You just woke my kid up AGAIN! Twice in one evening. Get out of here! Stop making my kid 

suffer because you people can’t figure out a better place to fly. Get out of our neighborhoods 

and fly somewhere else!  

11:45pm. June 26. S. Lopez. Loud growler jets overhead awakened us.  Sounds like more than 

one.  Problems getting back to sleep.  What are Navy jets doing flying over Lopez? 

We want to go to sleep but the engine noise is continuing and still too loud. 

So loud could not sleep. I am 81 years old and sleep is paramount for my health. 

 



  

Listen to the jet noise that we 

hear in our region:  

https://sounddefensealliance.or

g/growler-videos-audio/ 

The Navy dismisses noise data:  

https://www.seattletimes.com/

opinion/navy-should-use-our-

data-on-growler-noise-not-

dismiss-it/  

 
Jet noise raises emotions.  If you 
are in crisis, you can call the 
National Suicide Prevention 
Lifeline 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week, at 988. Press 1 for 
the Veterans Helpline. 
 
You can also text a crisis 
counselor by messaging HOME 
to 741741. 
 
Crisis lines are available for all 
Washingtonians regardless of 
insurance status or income 
level. 

INSIDE THIS REPORT: 

 Monthly Comparisons. Total and by Location 

 Reports by Type of Noise 

 Reports by Day of the Week 

 Reports by Time of Day 

 Annual Comparisons 

 Map of Report Locations 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County Council for people to 

have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data reports began in 2015. 

gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting 

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise reporting 

website.  We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.  
 

Correcting Location Data 
 

Beginning in January 2023, data reporting addresses a problem with the website’s capture of location data. 
Many reports default to a location in the center of San Juan County when the person does not provide their 
location. This artificially has raised the number of reports attributed to San Juan County that actually come from 
outside SJC. 
 
Here is what we are doing. Some reports with invalid location data can be corrected by their comments or other 
data. Next we look only at reports with valid locations to determine the normal portion of “inside” and 
“outside” of San Juan County. Finally we assigned the reports with invalid locations to “inside” and “outside.” 
 
Future reports likely will show more reports from outside of San Juan County than previously. Considering the 
smaller population base of San Juan County compared to nearby counties also affected by Navy jet noise this is 
not surprising. This has been the trend since 2019 when we opened reporting to outside SJC. 
 
 

 

Report excessive jet noise: 

https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site 
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This report is compiled by Quiet Skies: 

https://www.quietskies.info/ 

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies 

QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com 

https://sounddefensealliance.org/growler-videos-audio/
https://sounddefensealliance.org/growler-videos-audio/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site
https://www.quietskies.info/
mailto:QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com
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Note the variation in noise experienced by days and by location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly 

underestimating the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour.  Note the variation in noise 

experienced at different times of the day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet 

noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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Reports in 2022 
grew by 36% 
from 2021. 

This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting. 

Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In 

the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that 

the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise 

reports in the database since 2015 through 2022. 
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Referred to as a “density map”, this 

picture, using 15,176 noise reports 

submitted by users in 2022, offers a 

view of noise reports in the region.    

Impact hits San Juan, Island, Skagit, 

Clallam and Jefferson counties.   

Of particular note is the reach of 

Growler Jet noise to the Olympic 

Peninsula, particularly the Olympic 

National Park/Forks area. 

On the next page, parts of the map 

are enlarged for a view of San Juan 

County and Island County. These 

maps are reduced to fit the page.   
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Comments Submitted with June, July, August  2023 Reports 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Searing, tearing, sky ripping shrieks are wrecking what was a peaceful 

Monday afternoon in Anacortes.  This has no business near innocent civilian 

populations.  Navy abuse of Western Washington  

Extremely loud over 140. DB 

Jets are flying directly over Coupeville High School, Whidbey Hospital and 

neighborhoods. Extremely loud and disruptive. Shaking windows.  

"ALL DAY LONG" !!   Overflights, landing practice noise, enormous roaring 

with each take-off.   

"9:45 at night and there have been three flying A**h***s in the last 10 

minutes. great. it looks like the third night IN A ROW that it will be 

impossible to fall asleep due to the flying A**h***s. 

A Saturday ! If they fly tomorrow it will have been 8 days straight of flying ! 

Makes me angry , sad and hopeless! 

After 10pm on a work night and they're still at it! WOW enough with the 

noise torture of the citizens. Why can't the navy be nice to their neighbors. 

We all live here. Keep it reasonable!!! 

Two growlers flew overhead on their approach to NASWI OLF for their 

touch and go.  Overhead they measure at 93..2 db and as they fly around 

the field they are at times at 83.2 dB with an average of 70.1dB.  Too loud 

for residential communities. 

After 9pm and there is horrible deep rumbling thunder, like earthquake 

noise from the south-  shaking my Anacortes home and I KNOW Coupeville 

is being tortured with screaming Growlers.  Navy abuse of civilians 

continues. 

10:30 at night and the Navy is running jets right over our neighborhoods and 

the noise is echoing off the water. The court found against the Navy---why is 

this being allowed to continue?  

After a long afternoon and evening of relentless landing practice, the 

Growler noise subsided at roughly 11:30PM, 6/27.  Then, suddenly, at 

12:30AM 6/28 the Growlers' landing noise resumed, waking my family.  

Outrageous behavior by the NAVY.  

Aircraft was directly overhead which is not on the approved flight paths 14 

& 32  

Forks Still circling but lower and louder. Chest thumping vibrations and 

roars make unpleasant conditions for sitting on my deck observing nature 

and the river. Come on Navy, give us a break on Sunday night! 

Purchased a decibel meter off of Amazon to see how loud the jets flying 

overhead are. At street level on SW H***** Drive in Coupeville the meter 

maxes out at 130db. Made a noise complaint with NASWI comment line. No 

investigation or follow up done. 

All evening Growlers conducting landing practice and overflying Saratoga 

Passage.  I fear it's going to go on unit MIDNIGHT as has been the case 

several nights recently. Very disturbing; cannot sleep! 

NOTES:  

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, 

generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running 

inside your home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time 

is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage. 

Noise over 120 dB can cause immediate harm to your ears. 

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home 

address or phone number or e-mail.  In this report, those personal 

identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives. 

Some reports do not include comments. 
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11 pm and they are still at it thundering in the sky- deeply disturbing and I 

cannot sleep.  Awful navy abuse - Anacortes 

Are you kidding me?! Continuous flying over residential homes, at 10:00 at 

night?!? Again, thanks for waking my child up and ruining her sleep AGAIN. 

Find somewhere else to fly! Stop flying over our homes and ruining my 

child’s sleep!  

"Am i supposed to keep my windows closed all summer to try to reduce the 

noise from these nonstop F***ing planes????????????? Am I supposed to 

stay inside all summer???????? 

dB 135.4 

Sold our home of 20 years on central Whidbey to get away from jet noise. 

They fly over our new neighborhood occasionally. I still feel anxiety when I 

hear them. It's triggering and awful. It's horrible what the navy's done to 

the region. 

As feared, the Growlers continued landing simulations past MIDNIGHT, 

again last evening, 6/22.  Overflights began this morning, just after 8AM, 

landing practice started at 9AM and continues to the present. VERY 

distressing! 

Causing health issues can’t sleep they’re doing is intentionally because we 

report 

Causing health issues They’re gonna kill us, destroying our health and house 

Day flights are not on the schedule today and I just jumped out of my chair 

while working and had to reschedule a patient. We used to have some time 

between flight weeks to forget about the jets and remember that we like 

living here but not lately.  

Decatur  

electronics messing with 

S Lopez.  I am SO ANGRY.  On the phone for a medical appointment & 

suddenly there is a room-filling ROAR of Growler jet over us and I cannot 

hear a word. Growlers have NO BUSINESS flying over residences, over 

Lopez.  The roaring is disruptive & LONG. 

Extremely loud, low overflights 

Flying Every Night this week. Just horrible  

Flying low over the top of our house, shrugging sleep and activities messing 

up our electronics 

"four flying A**h***s in 9 minutes. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

four minutes since the last naval A**h*** roared overhead 

"great. it’s 10:35 at night and the flying A**h***s are at it again. are they 

too dumb or too arrogant to understand that this is a COMMUNITY and they 

need to act like responsible members of it.  

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE. 

I can’t put up with this anymore. blocking my electronics Do not let me 

report them. We can’t sleep it’s destroying our house and our homes 

I hate the naval air base and its unrelenting noise pollution more and more 

each day. 

I’m trying to sleep and they are flying way too low and it’s way too loud. I’m 

tired of this. Why isn’t anything being done 

I’ve had a bad day. All I want to do is go to bed early with a bowl of ice 

cream to watch some TV. And instead of winding down I have to lay here 

being acoustically assaulted by the flying A**h***s. Yet again. 

it’s 11pm. i just took out my earplugs and the jets immudxiately start again. 

it’s not just the horrible noise, it’s the completely unpredictable nature of it. 



what is the point of having the freaking published schedule if they just 

disregard it????? 

It’s 4pm and the flying A**h***s have been destroying the peace and quiet 

for the last  2 hrs. Are they planning to keep it up NONSTOP AGAIN for the 

next 8 hours? B/c the flight schedule they publish is completely fabricated 

BULLSH** who knows? 

It’s almost 11:30 and the flying A**h***s are still making it impossible to 

get any sleep because of their insanely loud jet noise. It also would be nice 

to be able to leave the windows open or even spend time outside w/o going 

deaf. 

It’s almost 11pm. I was just starting to get sleepy again after the last flying 

A**h*** 45 minutes ago.  Looks like it will be another night of waiting until 

midnight when they finally stop. 

It’s now 11:37. I’ve been trying to get to sleep for AN HOUR and the flying 

A**h***s just keep a**h**ing. So sick of them and their non-stop jet noise. 

This is beyond ridiculous. 

"IT’S NOW 11PM. PEOPLE ARE TRYING TO SLEEP. THE ROARING JETS  HAVE 

BEEN NON.STOP. FOR OVER AN HOUR AND A HALF. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIR BASE. 

It’s past 10 pm. go F*** yourselves you naval air base A**h***s. 

It’s so awesome to hear three planes roaring overhead within one minute 

when im trying to sleep. 

It’s was only 10 seconds since the last A**h*** went roaring overhead. 

Jets are flying directly over downtown Coupeville. Incredibly loud and 

disruptive.  

Jets don't care what time it is. In a resort town recency. Quiet hours are 

posted. No loud noises after 10! 

June's over and the Navy's back to torturing Mt. Vernon.  I didn't miss "The 

Sound of Machismo" at all. 

kept awake until 130 am by constant jet noise 

Kids are kept up due to aircraft noise flying directly over our house in 

Admiral's Cove. They have school tomorrow and their teachers are 

disciplining them for not being rested enough for classes. 

Last June, the Navy took an unexpected break from terrorizing Mt. Vernon. 

For the last 11 months, I've been eagerly hoping it would happen again; one 

month in the whole year when I don't have to wear earplugs. It was not to 

be and I'm crushed. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

forks, wa 

Hours of circling - lasts all day." 

Last night Growlers flew carrier landing simulations until WELL after 

midnight!  The noise was unbearably loud ... could not sleep! Growlers are 

at it again tonight!  How late I cannot predict! Very disturbing.  

Less than 5 minutes since the last one. Is it going to be one of those nights 

where the flyingn A**h***s are NONSTOP? That’s so  awesome that’s it’s 

right after all the illegal fireworks from last night. 

less than one minute since the last one. i hate these navy A**h***s more 

and more each time. 

Messing with their electronics interrupting 

military aircraft flew closer to my location than normal flight path 

"Monday afternoon in Anacortes and what was previously a lovely 

afternoon now sounds like war with rumbling grumbling 

earthquake/explosion sounds are wafting up from the south.  Awful 

disturbance of peace and well-being.  Unhealthy for civilians. 



More Navy torture in Mt. Vernon.  If I filled one of these out every time they 

shocked and awed us, I'd lose hours a day. 

Mt. Vernon.  Hating the Navy again. You're not heroes; you're just cruel. 

"NINTH ONE IN FOURTEEN MINUTES. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

Noisy but not so obnoxious today. 

Nonstop noise from the Navy over Mt. Vernon.  At least if I'm ever in a war 

zone I'll be acclimated. 

"Now it’s 10:50pm. I’m laying in bed trying to get to sleep. Unfortunately 

the huge ear protection headset I am forced to wear outdoors is too big to 

wear when I am in bed. What is wrong with these A**h***s?  

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

oak harbor. so freaking sick of listening to these freaking jets. 

Of course the flying A**h***s are roaring overhead again, I just got in to 

bed. Thanks for disrupting my sleep yet again. 

Once again hating Tuesdays in Mt. Vernon thanks to the callousness of the 

Navy. 

ongoing. so now we have to listen to this all goddamn day? probably going 

to go until, what, midnight? a waste of resources and a continual nuisance. 

feed some kids, house some homeless. what are you doing other than 

wrecking things? 

Out kayaking as the Jets or roar the top tides and sea lions. What a bleeping 

place to be  

Park !  

Please let us rest your harming our hearts  

Ridiculous that the Growler continues to circle ad nauseum.  Campers have 

quiet hours that start at 10 PM so why is the Navy allowed to circle over and 

over at 11:15 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

Sleeping interrupted 

"So awesome. it’s now 10:42 and the flying A**h***s are still at it. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

South Lopez 

STARTING after 10:30 pm grumbling, shaking emanating from the South-

shaking my home and preventing sleep when I need it.  Anacortes near the 

ferry. 

Starving birthday party       

STILL TRYING TO SLEEP 

"Still trying to sleep, still being kept up by the naval base noise pollution. 

I wish thre navy didn’t suck dso bad at their job." 

"That was the loudest one so far today. But there are over 8 hours left in 

the day, there will be dozens more disruptive and destructive jets roaring by 

in that time and each one could be louder. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

"The flying A**h***s are at it again. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

"The flying A**h***s are back at it after taking a dinner break. Destroying 

the peace and quiet during the afternoon today and now the evening. This 

noise is BY FAR the worst thing about Whidbey Island. 



the flying A**h***s are once again creating noise and vibration just as i am 

trying to go to bed. i cannot express how much i hate them 

the flying A**h***s have been at it all day long. maybe they will finish by 

the time everybody wants to go to sleep but that’s highly doubtful. two 

within the last 90 seconds. 

"the flying A**h***s have been overhead CONTINUALLY for 15 minutes. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

The jet noise is really getting to be a problem.  last night it kept me awake 

until after 1:30 am.  That was June 21,2023.  Tonight, June 22, at 9:18 pm it 

is starting up again.  

The second one in 3 minutes. 

"There were at least 3 growler incidents.  

We could not talk over the growler noise and it caused me to cover my ears 

instinctively! 

These idiots are idiots. 

"Third one in five minutes. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

Three days this week the flights were extremely loud.  But they did not 

circle incessantly.  Thank you for this bit of relative calm 

Too loud, too low, too often. Yet another disruption of live in Mt. Vernon.  

Move to the desert where you won't harm people and wildlife. 

Trying to sleep; woke me up 

Trying to sleep… woke up 

"two more times in 5 minutes 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

Unable to get to sleep again due to persistent loud jet noise at night! 

Unable to sleepy to loud, continuous aircraft noise. 

Very disruptive 

"Watmough Head 

We want to go to sleep but the engine noise is continuing and still too loud" 

Watmough head. Lopez. Lots of very loud engine noise from several 

minutes ago ongoing 

Watmough head; continuous very loud engine noise from Ault  

We can hear jet noise in our home 23 miles away even after closing the 

windows to dampen the noise. I have lost all hope the navy will do the right 

thing.  

We can't watch TV because Growlers are so loud--all windows are closed.  

Another night of being held prisoner in our homes. 

We need our rest 

Woke me up 

Wow-- warm summer evening, after 9pm at night, and I can't even wind 

down due to noise so loud I have to close my windows. Just because it stays 

light till late doesn't mean the growlers need to be open way beyond 

business hours. Go to bed! 

"Yep. Five minutes after the last flying A**h*** shattered the peace and 

quiet and here comes the next flying A**h***. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

You woke us at MIDNIGHT last night, depriving us of sleep.    Now we can't 

be out gardening  on a nice day due to your extreme noise.  You poisoned 

our aquifer.  You do not belong in this beautiful place. 



 disrupting sleep 

1:45 pm.  S. Lopez. Taking a break, riding our bikes.  Stopped to admire the 

scenery and talk, but the roar of jets from Whidbey was too much.  Very 

unpleasant. Cannot understand why Lopez is a tourist destination.  BAD JET 

NOISE!!!!! 

10:29am.  S. Lopez. Once again.  More jet roaring from Whidbey.  Very Very 

loud and Disturbing.   

10:31 at night- of course it's Extremely Loud! 

10:41am. S Lopez.  MORE JET NOISE FROM NASWI. REP LARSEN: What 

happened to your interest in jet noise mitigation??? Do you really believe 

this noise belongs in this populated region?  Do you really think we can't 

thrive without these Growlers here? 

10pm outrageous noise.  

11:03am. July 25.  S. Lopez.  Jet roaring over us.  LOUD. 

11:17am. S Lopez.  Almost continuous roaring from Whidbey this morning.  

Very disturbing.  Like constant thunder. 

11:20 at night!!!!!   F*** the Navy! 

11:20 pm at night, great job up there fellas. Way to win hearts and minds.  

11:30 am.  Lopez Village.  Loud Growler jet over us.  Drowns out 

conversation. What is the purpose of flying over Lopez? 

11:30 p.m.  No Sleep.  Reporting to NYTimes for their nationwide exposure 

of  USN assault upon U. S. citizens, especially harming the elderly and 

children. 

11:40 pm & my Apple watch is alerting me that the sound is over 90 

decibels, potentially damaging my hearing by being exposed to this obscene 

noise. How in the actual F is this allowed in western WA, one of the 

nanniest of nanny states, in 2023?  

11:45pm. June 26. S. Lopez. Loud growler jets overhead awakened us.  

Sounds like more than one.  Problems getting back to sleep.  What are Navy 

jets doing flying over Lopez? 

12:17am. S. Lopez.  Awakened by screaming growler jet overhead. This is 

abuse. 

1212 am. House shaking.  

2 huge military planes flying in tandom and at low altitude,maybe 300-500 

ft off the treetops. Near Lords Lake , no reason for them to fly that low over 

our property. Between the F***ing military& commercial flyover there is no 

peace in the Olympics 

2 nd day of flying ! A week the Navy says there was not going to be flying ! 

Same as last week ! Flying throughout the day and into late night !  

2 or 3, so we have battle skied above. It really sucks. 

2308-- ANY jets making thunderous noise at this hour is considered 

Extremely Loud. 

3 additional flights at 11:20, 11:24, and 11:31 over dugualla bay,so low/ 

loud woke, the entire household from sleep.  

3rd or 4th rapid sequence flight over dugualla heights , a residential zone, 

woke the entire household. Way too late at night to be flying such a loud 

aircraft over a residential zone. It was almost midnight. Please stop it.  

6u-9jnm3iibkhyj5 ypobqi56]v[qio A**h***s 

7/27. 12:06pm Jet noise over South Lopez.  Deep deep roaring. 

9:47 at night.  S Lopez. Loud and prolonged jet roaring at night.  Just about 

to go to sleep when the noise invaded me.  Made me jumpy because such 

noise (like a few minutes before) can signal a loud late night.  Hard to get 

sleepy again. 



9:50pm. S Lopez.  Time to sleep but the growlers are roaring in the skies. 

Day AND Night the Navy thinks flying over a populated area with the 

LOUDEST aircraft is acceptable.  It is not acceptable.  It is abuse. 

91db 

A few minutes before midnight and these jerks are flying overhead. 

A F***ing war zone here 

Absolutely no reason to keep the whole neighborhood up with your blasted 

noise. It’s past our bedtime. Keep a reasonable schedule if you must fly.  

After kids bedtime 

After midnight again, have you no concern for this community? No one in 

our home can sleep, this noise does not belong here and you know it. WE 

ALL KNOW IT. 

After midnight and still hearing ongoing loud noise from whidbey. Don’t 

know what for sure. Possibly maintenance or touch and go maneuvers. 

Don’t care. It’s obnoxious and very late. Just make it stop.  

After midnight and they're still roaring above. The excessive noise is not 

appreciated since I have work early this morning and the jet noise interrupts 

my spouse's, my kids', and my sleep. Made repeated calls to NASWI 

comment line with no action. 

After midnight. We understand the need to train but the details matter. 

Why now? 

Aircraft noise woke me up 

Aircraft noise woke me up and keeping me up 

Almost Noon, Lopez Village.  ANOTHER Growler roaring over the middle of 

Lopez.  WHY?  Disrupts conversation. 

Always too loud and always unwelcome. 

"Americaaaaaaa, f*ck yeah! Coming again to save the motherf*ckin’ day, 

yeah. America, f*ck yeah! 

Freedom is the only way, yeah" 

Another day of all day torture.  Circling circling circling.  Go away to China 

Lake, Wannabe Top Guns!! 

Another night being kept awake due to jet noise.  Why can't the Navy build 

a runway in a remote location to practice night landings? 

Another night where no one can sleep, we cannot go outside after work 

with our pets or children, cannot enjoy our garden or the outdoors and 

cannot open our windows. Why, why, why? 

Another weeknight, work night, after midnight, with screaming war zone 

sounds overhead. This is not an appropriate location for these activities. 

Are you kidding me?!?!  Stop flying over our freaking homes and waking our 

children up at 12:25 in the morning!  Stop flying over our homes and find 

another route! 

Around 9:40pm or so.  S. Lopez.  Loud and prolonged jet roar penetrated our 

quiet bedroom.  Trying to go to sleep.  Is this a sign of late night warfare 

from NASWI? Will it ruin the night (again)? 

Brutally  

Causing migraines interrupting sleep my health is not well. Please stop. 

Circling for over an hour . Varies from disruptive to extreme noise.  

Contacting a lawyer! 

Crap. Right overhead, blasting away, shaking everything. 

Darn war games overhead AGAIN 

Dastardly devils. Unmitigated negative impact on our lives. When will you 

understand and go elsewhere? 



Db1444.4 

Deafening. Please keep it in your own neighborhood.  

Disturbing sleep right over top of our houses so loud can’t rest 

"Done!!! 

Joining the quiet sky’s!! And I will help build it! 

It’s quite obvious this is going nowhere!" 

"Downtown Port Townsend extremely loud with Growler traffic in 

Coupeville 

Also military helicopters flying overhead" 

Dugualla bay oak harbor.  

Ear shattering flyover  

Extremely loud flyovers, disrupting work, cannot take the dog outside. 

Crockett Lake is a wildlife sanctuary! This is not the appropriate place for 

this training.  

Extremely low and loud and late. Woke entire household. Additional 

disruptive flights at 12:06 and 12:09 am.  

extremely low loud and late flights over dugualla bay. Additional disruptive 

flights @ 11:06 11:07, 11:04 11:20 11:32 and 11:57 pm.  

Flying out of our hotel on purpose, torturing us in our homes on the beach 

between two , lagoons and habitats for wildlife and sea animals 

Flying tonight Tonight db 144.4 

"FOR OVER AN HOUR THERE HAS BEEN A FLYING A**H*** GO ROARING 

OVERHEAD EVERY 980 SECONDS. IT’S LIKE HAVING A RUNNING 

LAWNMOVER SITTING OUTSIDE THE WINDOW. 

IT’S 11:09 AT NIGHT. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE AND ALL WHO OCCUPY IT" 

"Forks  

So loud the house actually shook! Rumble and roar reverberated up and 

down river, in our heads and chests. Scary and alarming to humans and our 

dog! And four passes were made, each one slightly less noisy than the first!" 

"Forks at 10:13, 10:19, 10:27 

Very loud circling, sounding low and like tv bombers. Hard to get to sleep. " 

Forks Disrupting outdoor conversations and even hard to carry on inside. 

Very very loud. Grr Growlers!! 

"Forks 

5:10, 5:15 and 5:40 pm today low flying Growlers circling over town and the 

region. Likely seen and heard at Rialto Beach as their circling covers a large 

area. Annoying to have them at all, but numerous times are worse." 

Forks. Circling around again and just as loud as five minutes ago! Such 

roaring is hard to take, especially inside your own home!  

four more flying A**h***s in the last 15 minutes 

Friday morning, Anacortes.  Loud jet rumble from Whidbey, then a roar. 

How do people live in Anacortes with such jet noise? 

F*** the navy  

F*** you, Navy. 

F*** you, Whidbey Island Naval Air Base. F*** YOU. 

GET OUT OF OUR NEIGHBORHOOD!!!!!! Stop flying over our houses! It is so 

disruptive and my child is the one suffering. You guys constantly wake her 

up it’s so loud. Stop doing it, fly somewhere else. Please stop.  



Go away!!!! Fly somewhere else in which you won’t wake up my poor child.  

The amount of sleep she misses because you freaking geniuses can’t figure 

out somewhere else to fly is insane. Stop flying over residential 

neighborhoods! Figure it out!  

Interrupted phone call completely. 

Is this going to be yet another night when the flying A**h***s go screaming 

past overhead every 10 minutes until midnight? 

IT’S 11:54 AT NIGHT. WTF. TWO JETS JUSTB WENT SCREAMING BY. 

GO AWAY!!!!! Third time tonight you have caused my child to wake up from 

sleep. Stop flying over our neighborhoods! Go away please and fly 

somewhere else! 

Go away, you disrupters of the peace.  

"Go somewhere else!!! 

I know there is another place!  

I have read about it! 

Stop freaking out my wildlife! War mongers!" 

Good thing I was hoping to have jets roaring overhead all night. Who needs 

to go to sleep before going to work? 

Here in Port Townsend the noise from the growlers is overwhelming. More 

of the same from the the navy , noise pollution,air pollution and general 

chaos. Water pollution also because the jets dump fuel over the water 

before they land 

Extremely loud, disturbing thing is Iranian evening with airplanes and 

Holy motherF***ing Sh**. Less than 2 minutes since the last one. These two 

went DIRECTLY OVERHEAD, the dishes in the cabinets were rattling. I hate 

these A**h***s so much. 

Horrible Noise!!  

Horrible sound.   Hurts ears. Everytime!  Should not be flying over 

communities.  

Horrible sound. War is in my living room.  Every day.   Outrageously invasive 

Dugualla heights 

Dugualla heights 

House vibrating, everyone feeling anxiety and panic. This is way too many 

nights in a row. One night is too many but this is just cruel. Why do they not 

have any concern for this residential, agricultural, wildlife sanctuary 

community? I feel unfree. 

How dare you blast away at us so late at night!  It’s bad enough during the 

day but this is absurd  

"I am concerned for wild life running into fences to get away!! 

And the orcas being confused and not finding their pod! 

I understand war… but  birds are leaving to deal! 

Please stop this horrible noise!" 

I am trying to sleep and planes sound directly overhead. 

I did not see the aircraft, but compared to other fly over, this one seemed 

particularly close - e.g. lower than usual. 

"I wish I could find earplugs that would block the ear shattering noise of the 

flying A**h***s. But it’s sort of pointless when I can’t block the vibration. 

F*** WHIDBEY NAVAL AIR BASE." 

"I’m in Port Townsend it’s 12:40 AMt the Growler’s are flying out coupeville 

and it’s nothing but put the sound of war. 



I’m trying to go to bed and then they start flying really low. It’s ridiculous 

and I’m sick of it 

If I put in ear plugs and turn the tv up All The Way it ALMOST drowns out 

the sound of the flying A**h***s. Of course there is still the disruptive 

vibration. 

Impeding our ability to sleep 

Incredibly loud screaming growler over anacortes ferry dock. Children next 

to us are frightened. 

Infecting health and sleep Driving me crazy I don’t know how long I can take 

this navy twitching as for the last four years I can’t believe it it’s like a 

nightmare 

Inside my house with the windows all closed and I'm still getting a headache 

from that last jet that flew over Mt. Vernon.  Can't you inconsiderate jerks 

at least fly a little higher? 

Intense amounts of noise for the last five minutes in Mt. Vernon.  As I'm 

typing this, I hear another one coming.  You're not heroes. 

Intensely loud jet flying over Mt. Vernon towards Sedro. My wife was 

outside gardening. Looked out and saw her drop her tools and plug her ears 

when the full blast hit us. This amount of noise is not compatible with life. 

"Intentionally directing us, scrambling, electronics trying to keep us from 

reporting  

Affecting my health, how long was the ride with this? It’strying to kill us. our 

homes in our property and the wildlife." 

Intentionally torturing us, interrupting sleaze 

Interrupting sleep 

It feels like the end of the earth ! Horrilbly reckless !!  

IT IS 10:30 AT NIGHT. THERE HAS BEEN EXTREMELY LOUD NONSTOP JET 

NOISE FOR A SOLID HOUR!!!! WTF. 

It is 10pm and you are affecting my sleep 

It is 11:45pm or so.  S Lopez. Earlier I was startled awake by loud jet noise 

overhead and now the roaring keeps going.  Is it just circling? Are there 2 or 

3 growlers overhead.  What are they doing flying over Lopez, and at this 

time? This is abuse. 

IT IS 3 FREAKING MINUTES PAST MIDNIGHT IN OAK HARBOR. THEY ARE 

SUCH A**H***S. 

IT IS 6 MINUTES PAST MIDNIGHT. F*** THESE DUDES. 

"It is 9:30 and the disturbance is at a high level.  I have worked hard for my 

home 

and the environment I live in.  You should not be exploiting the 

environment around 

my home with jet noise. I is not a compatible activity and should not occur 

here!" 

"IT IS ELEVEN F***ING FIFTEEN. THE GROUND IS SHAKING, THE DISHES IN 

MY CABINETS ARE RATTLING. 

WHEN ARE THESE FLYING A**H***S GOING TO HAVE SOME COMMON 

DECENCY AND CONSIDERATION?!?!?!?! 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

"IT IS MIDNIGHT!!! WHEN IS THIS NOISE GOING TO STOP??????? 

THE NAVAL AIR BASE IS DESTROYING THE QUALITY OF LIFE HERE. PEOPLE 

NEED SOME PEACE AND QUIET. GO SOMEWHERE APPROPRIATE TO PLAY 

WITH YOUR PLANES." 

"It is time to sleep not listen to the noise from your jets!!! 



It is affecting my sleep" 

It was very loud at about 8:37 PM and around 8:00 PM.   About the loudest 

we have heard in our location on the east side of Greenbank.  

It’s 11:30pm! WTF are you doing flying over cities? If the Navy can’t figure 

out how to train without torturing people, they’re pathetic and disgusting. 

IT’S 12:11. WHAT THE F***. 

"it’s almost 10pm. for the last 25 minutes, there has been a nonstop roar in 

the sky from the flying A**h***s. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIR BASE" 

It’s bad tonight.  

it’s insane to be flying this late. I have work in the morning and cannot 

sleep.  

"IT’S NOW 12;03 AT NIGHT. WHEN ARE THE FLYING A**H***S GOING TO 

STOP????? 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

It’s so loud we have to close the windows. It’s like a hotbox in our house. 

We need fresh air and Quiet to sleep. 

It's 11:18 PM and these damn fools are shaking our windows.  Enough, 

already. 

It's paradise when you're gone and hell when you're here. SHAME!!!! 

It's too bad the Navy has such limited resources and insufficient intelligence 

or they'd be able to find a more appropriate place to train. Given their 

inability to adapt, I'm worried about their effectiveness in an actual conflict. 

Jets flying at night all week, starting at 9 pm in half-hour increments until 

midnight or 12:15am last night. Readings are from 91-120 on the decibel 

reader. Children have difficulty sleeping.  

Jets: none scheduled. Me: good day to work from home. Jets: just kidding, 

RAWWWRRRRRRRRRRRR 

July 25 11:43am. Mud Bay, Lopez.  EXCRUCIATING screaming from Growler 

jet over us.  Is is necessary to fly low over people's homes?   

July 25. S Lopez.  Disturbing swooping jet roar over us.  The noise and roar 

echo everywhere.  This is a frightening noise.  Since it sounds as if the jet is 

just swirling above, as if it is out of control.  

June 5, 2:21pm. South Lopez.  SCREAMING ROARING Growler overhead. 

There is no purpose for a Growler to be flying over Mud Bay, heading 

westerly. Deafening, even inside our home. 

"JUST STOP!!!!! 

I am paying super high taxes to live here! 

I will be seeking an attorney!" 

Just stop. 

Large military prop planes flying low over Quimper Peninsula 

Late runs 

"Less than 5 seconds since the last one. 

How F***ing dumb are these Naval A**h***s? F*** them and F*** 

everything about them." 

"Less than one second since the last ear splitting plane. 

I AM TRYING TO GO TO SLEEP" 

"LITERALLY DOZENS OF FLYINGA**H***S IN THE LAST HOUR. THERE HAS 

BEEN LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES WITHOUT THESE F***WADS ROARING 

OVERHEAD IN A SOLID HOUR. 

WHAT THE F*** IS WRONG WITH THESE A**H***S?" 



Literally, at the stroke of 10PM the quiet was shattered by an extremely 

loud overflight of growler aircraft.  The intense roar seemed to just hang in 

the air for a prolonged period, probably several minutes, then faded to the 

north. Shocking! 

Location feature is not working. Port Townsend  near Sheridan St 

Lopez village. Growler screaming over us. 12:28pm 

Lopez. Rattling windows at 10:30 night 

Lopez. Shaking windows 

Low altitude flyovers of Mt. Vernon at 11pm.  Not exactly "hero" behavior, 

but I suppose that was always merely propaganda. 

Low altitude, very noisy, hanging around too long 

Low and loud, South Lopez 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

Low flying multiple growlers woke us up 

F*** the Navy and F*** their planes." 

and so it begins the nightly barrage of jets .. 

Another Sunday night ! 

Another Sunday other then Memorial Day this will be the eighth Sunday in a 

row 

Are these A**h***s going to do this until midnight? AGAIN??? 

Low over south Lopez 

Low over south Lopez  

Many flights every day.  Always 1 or 2, rarely 3.  Always flying east over top 

of our house on Camano Hill. Always extremely loud.  I plug my ears if I am 

outside.  The noise tears through my body.  It is overwhelming. My heart 

races.  

Maybe you should get rid of the slow learners so you don't have to do this 

so much. 

Military growlers from Whidbey Island Naval air Station flying right over 

Middlepoint Road Quimper Peninsula 

Military helicopter gunships flying over Quimper Peninsula middle point 

area 

Monday morning Mt. Vernon Shock-and-Awe citizen torture from the Navy. 

Monday morning, hopping on a zoom call and it sounds like I’m taking my 

meeting from Kandahar. Absolutely ludicrous that this is allowed over our 

parks and residential neighborhoods anywhere on the planet, let alone 

Western Washington  

More and more. F*** the Naval Air Base. 

MORE loud jet noise over South Lopez. June 5. 

I feel utterly defeated by the noise pollution you produce. Saps our quality 

of life daily.  

I have to close the windows on a summer night Is there raining so bad I can 

hardly stand it 

More torture from the Navy over Mt. Vernon.  Not sure how the Navy 

commanders are able to rationalize all the poor decisions that went into 

bringing the Growlers here. 

Mt. Vernon. It's impressive when the noise levels are so insane that even 

deeply inserted earplugs aren't enough. If the Navy weren't being dishonest 

with the noise models they're using, they'd know they're harming people. 

Mud Bay, Lopez.  LOUD LOUD LOUD Growler jet overhead.  I was backing 

the car out of the garage and thought something was wrong with the car 



with a sound like that. Then realized it was a *&$#^*()%Growler. TOO 

LOUD.  Disruptive. 

Multiple Growlers began cycling through landing simulations, shattering the 

calm. The noise level has forced me to drop what I was doing in my yard and 

retreat to my house ... only SLIGHTLY less disturbing! 

Multiple low level growler aircraft using the cover of clouds to disrupt my 

afternoon  

Multiple planes right over Lopez.  

"My animal (cat) is pissed and so am I !  

STOP!" 

My clock says 11:26pm. South Lopez.  RUDELY AWAKENED by roaring 

growler jet overhead.  The roar is long, long long long.  I am fully awakened.  

This is disruptive, and not good for getting a good sleep after a stressful day. 

"My location map is not working 

I could be at MIddlepoint rd or Anywhere in Port Townsend city limits, 

all day we are hearing military Aircraft flying out of Air Station Whidbey 

Island 

Then in the evenings coupeville until two in the morning " 

My son can't sleep because the jets are flying DIRECTLY over my house at 

438 ft. A**h***s. 

Navy needs to be held accountable for terrorizing the neighborhood or 

recording them 

"Nice! Dishes rattled in the cupboards again. 

F*** you, Naval A**h***s." 

Night flying begins!  Why do they put out a schedule that is a lie all of the 

time !!!! You don’t just haphazardly decide to fly! It takes a team to get one 

jet off the ground! I am soooo tired  

NNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOO!!!! 

No better time to practice your skills with the loudest jets on earth than 

12:04 am over a residential neighborhood on a Tuesday, amirite?  

No jets scheduled for this week and this noise is unbelievable. We brought 

family in for a visit because none were scheduled and now everything is 

ruined. This is not the right place for these trainings. 

"Numerous- have lost count- planes flying over one right after the other. 

Has been going on now for about an hour. 

Makes laconner not a relaxing place to be! Some much louder than others- 

and so it continues!" 

Numerous low level overflights.  Extremely LOUD.  Noise from Growlers 

have been audible all day.  

oak harbor. i have to get up early to tomorrow to work. when the F*** are 

these planes going to stop? will it be another night when they go past 

12am? 

OH MY F***ING GOD. WHAT A**H***S. 

Oh no it’s begun ! Last night I finally fell asleep at 2:00am only to be 

awakened at 7:30 am ! Here we go ! I worry for my surgery next week and 

how the jets are going to impact my healing and ability to rest . 

"OIH MY F***ING GOD. IT’S 11:55 AT NIGHT. WHEN ARE THE FLYING 

A**H***S GOIUNG TO F*** OFF? 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

on the verge of falling asleep. woken up by these F***ing planes yet again. 



our house is vibrating…it is SO loud…the hospital, how can anyone heal with 

no rest? 

Over Camano Island 

Overhead. Stop! 

Pilots have been flying since about 9:15. They are flying low enough and fast 

enough to rattle the glass in my windows. 

Pissed! Off! 

plane flew close to over my house (over Smugglers Cove Road), which it is 

not supposed to fly here 

Please stop flying straight over our houses. I’ve already got a leak in the 

house and our house is flooded from around the end of the house and we’re 

sick. 

Port Townsend  , growler flew over my house near Mountain View police 

station. F*** the navy! 

I know it's probably a lost cause to get the Navy to move somewhere less 

impactful, but AT LEAST MAINTAIN ALTITUDE INSTEAD OF BUZZING OUR 

HOUSES!!!! That was the loudest and lowest jet I think I've ever seen. 

Headaches in Mt. Vernon. 

"i was hoping that it would keep raining all day long just so i didn’t have to 

listen to the hated jets. two flyovers in the last three minutes. there were 2 

this afternoon that sounded like they were 10 feet off the ground. 

Port Townsend again  more growler abuse started about 20 minutes ago 

and will go on until 11 tonight!F*** the navy and their mission  

Port Townsend F***ing navy flying past 1047 pm tonight. Debt ceiling deal 

means we can expect more and worse abuse from the F***ing navy.  

Woke me from a sound sleep.  So horrendously loud.  Jet flying from west to 

east over top of Camano Hill on Camano Island.  Another plane is headed 

this way I can hear the noise ramping up.  So disturbing.  

Woke me up.  Under cancer treatment drugs and need allot of rest.   

Port Townsend, all week long the growlers have flown day and night until 

midnight! F*** This  

Really loud @ 12am. Woke me up out of sleep. This needs to stop.  

Repeated loud ROAR overhead. Continues over and over again. What is 

happening??? This is ridiculous. 

"Replace my last entry (Disrupted Activities) with Extremely Loud.  Damnit. 

Reporting from the war zone 

Reporting to wildlife society! 

Ridiculous and outrageous. Trying to sleep and this is what we have to 

contend with.  

Riding my bike on Vista Road, South Lopez.  June 5. Startled by sudden loud 

jet roar.  Jet screaming just to the south of me. It is not good to be startled 

while riding a bike!  Get these jets out of here! 

Right overhead very loud 

Roaring overhead, shaking the house and disrupting our entire night. It's 

way past bedtime. 

Running pretty late tonight.  Several passes instead of constant looping. I 

appreciate that. 

S Lopez.  Screaming and roaring jet disrupts conversation. 

S Lopez. Skies continue to roar with jet noise. This is not right for a 

populated area, as well as one reputed to be a quiet environment for 



tourists & residents to enjoy island life. The Navy is good at ignoring the 

quality of the environment. 

Port Townsend near  Extremely loud growler noise coming from Whidby 

Island at 9:31 pm . F***ing Navy sucks , as a neighbor it’s like having a hells 

angels motorcycle club living in your attic  

Port Townsend  Growlers destroying the peace of a Sunday evening. F*** 

the navy  

S T O P!!!!!!! 

S. Lopez.  Growler roaring over us.  Annoying.  Disturbing. Not acceptable. 

S. Lopez.  June 2.  It sounds like war outside.  Jets noise around South Lopez 

is extreme.  The skies are full of it this morning.  Can't be outside.  Makes 

me nervous, as I have learned to expect sudden screaming jets overhead. A 

local form of PTSD. 

Scum bag Navy torturing people again. Flying around like populated civilian 

areas are their playground. 

"SE Lopez Island. July 4, 2023:  In recognition of the 4th of July we were 

BLASTED by overflights of Growlers  -  who brought the sounds of war into 

home.  101.5 decibels  

Will we ever  learn . . . " 

SE Lopez, 5 June 23, 11:20am: 93 decibels - overflight of Growlers. 

Deafening. 

SE Lopez, 6 June 23, 12:46pm:  92 decibels overflight of 2 Growlers. They 

have the ability to fly quietly - they choose  not to do it.  

SE Lopez, 6 June 23, 5:54pm:  90.7 decibels - overflight - AGAIN ! ! ! Hideous. 

SE Lopez, 7 June 23, 6:15pm:  98.6 decibels, overflight.  AGAIN AND AGAIN. 

SE Lopez, 8 June 23, 8:44pm: 85.4 decibels, overflight AGAIN AND AGAIN 

AND AGAIN.  

second jet in 10 minutes. vibration felt through the floor and dishes rattled 

in cabinets. 

second one in five minutes. the horrible noise once again disrupted my 

preparation to go to sleep. thanks for the insomnia and the headache. 

Series of growlers flying over the top of Camano Island since 9am.   I have 

counted 8 fly overs so far and it’s only 1:30pm. All growler jets headed east.  

The increase of flights is noticible and the impact horrendous.    

Seriously, please just STFU. 

"SEVEN FLYING A**H***S IN 15 MIN UTES. 

F*** THE NAVAK AIRBASE" 

Shaking house, windows rattling!  Full power right overhead!  WHY WHY 

WHY????? 

"Shaking our bed and continually 

Watmough, Lopez" 

Shaking the house on Camano. Thinking about kids in school.  Ugh.  

So far a full hour of ear-piercing noise.  Your base commander is breaking all 

rules  of flight numbers and patterns.  STOP! 

So loud could not sleep. I am 81 years old and sleep is paramount for my 

health. 

So loud it hurts me ears. I cover them but cannot block out the noise level.  

So loud it’s anxiety producing, there no escape from it 

So loud n 

South Lopez.  Jets have been roaring around.  Noisy skies.  Not inclined to sit 

outside since the noise just drills into my head and makes my heart race. 



South Lopez.  July 25.  The skies are roaring with growler jet noise.  Irritating 

to be outside. 

South Lopez.  June 5.  Loud jet noise in the skies. It breaks the morning. 

Unpleasant to be outside. 

South Lopez.  June 5. 9:02am. Loud jet noise.  Disturbing. 

South Lopez. 2:19pm.  Loud Growler roaring overhead.  Distracting. 

Spectacular, quiet, perfect day, til ruined by the Growlers at 10:35. Hope,  

the “Top Brass” is enjoying the USN assault upon U.S. citizens. 

Still flying at 12:37 a.m.  Is there suddenly a threat of an attack by Russia or 

China that requires the USN to conduct flight training after midnight? 

Still in the air at 12.11 a.m.  Class action ? NYTimes exposure. 

Stop it, we've had enough. 

STOP WAKING MY CHILD!!!!! Find somewhere else to fly! Stop flying over 

our homes. There are no flight times posted and yet nothing but loud 

disruptive noises from you at the most ridiculous hours. Go somewhere 

else! 

"STOP!!!!  

I’m exhausted! Own a biz! 

Was woken by jets at 11:00 last night! 

Just got home.. and again!!" 

"STOP!!!! 

8:30 to 11:15! Really! 

The wild life   

All my windows and doors are shut! My pet is upset! My kids are trying to 

sleep! 

Just    STOP!" 

"Summertime... and the growlers are busy. People are jumpy and the noise 

level is high. Well your taxpayers aren't rich and your nuisance is growing. 

So go away, you warmongers, don't you fly. 

Sunday before 8 am 

Sunday night again ! 

Thanks for waking my child up at 11:35pm.  Fly somewhere else!  It’s so 

disrespectful, stop flying over our neighborhoods.  Find somewhere else to 

fly!  

"The flight schedule hasn't been updated since July 4th. 

Please update so we know when to expect the jets" 

The floor is shaking and I can’t even hear the TV. Thanks for destroying the 

quality of life here in Oak Harbor. My hike this afternoon was accompanied 

by the roar of jets. My dinner was accompanied by the roar of jets. now TV 

time is destroyed. WTF. 

The F***ing growlers are still doing laps around the Olympic peninsula at 

1130 pm. This is F***ing criminal behavior the laws around noise 

disturbances is being broken everyday by these F***ing A**h***s.Our 

politicians are gutless  

The growlers have been flying almost every day here.  I did catch them now 

at 98.2dB and an average as they fly around the field where they touch and 

go at 78.2dB.  Too loud for a community. 

The Navy is out torturing people in Mt. Vernon again. 

The planes had been circling and loud, but manageable all day, but this 

specific incident was so loud and rumbling. It was slightly painful to my 

good ears, and my spouse, with migraine disease was in tears from the pain. 



"Are these A**h***s trying to cram all their flights for the day into a single 

30 minute period? 

People come from around the world to enjoy unique enviro here only to 

have is RUINED by this intolerable noise pollution. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIR BASE" 

The sound was so long and so intense, it felt like psychological torture. And 

it was after 10 pm on a weeknight. We need warnings before this extreme 

noise so that we can take shelter indoors or avoid the area.  

the third one in less than 3 minutes, the loudest one yet. F*** YOU NAVAL 

AIR BASE. 

There are only a handful of truly beautiful summer nights each year on 

Whidbey Island. Let’s come together as a community to ensure each one is 

as polluted by brain-rattling jet noise as can possibly be.   

"THERE WAS JUST 10 SECONDS OF SILENCE, THE LONGEST IN OVER AN 

HOUR. THEN OF COURSE THE FLYING A**H***S START FLYING OVERHEAD 

NONSTOP AGAIN. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE AND EVERY PERSON ON IT" 

They always seem to pick nights during kids' finals at school and first days of 

school to fly until midnight-1am over Coupeville.  That is simply too late. 

They go in bursts, with 20-30 minutes in between, so you fall asleep, then 

wake, repeat.   

They are flying overhead and are extremely loud 93.8dB.  Too loud for 

exposure to people.  We should not be on their first approach. 

They’re jamming out here electronics trying to keep us from reporting 

destroying our house and our home and wildlife the environment 

Things have been a little better lately with fewer all day events. Thank you.  

But tonight there is extreme loudness. 

This is BEYOND BELIEF. Growlers flew landing practice from sunset until 

AFTER MIDNIGHT, last night; began AGAIN this a.m. and hasn't stopped.  

The NAVY Growlers are DESTROYING livability;  DESTROYING property 

values; DESTROYING communities.   

This is BS!!  

"This is bullSh**!! 

I’m trying to run a biz!! Paying taxes! 

Small biz owner! I’n port Townsend! Tired of loosing sleep! 

It 10:00!!!! WTF!!!" 

"This is bullSh**!!!!!! 

I own a biz here! Tired of my children and me not sleeping!! It’s almost 

10:00!! WTF! 

STOP!!!!!" 

This is extremely loud and keeping me from healthy sleep. The noise has 

been going on for more than an hour, during midnight.  

This is giving me a headache. Until the noise started, I was having a nice 

evening. 

"This is horrible.  I am trying to sleep after a difficult day.  Marrowstone is 

actually vibrating from the strength of the jet.  STOP" 

"This is the fourth flying A**h*** to roar overhead in one hour and the 

loudest yet. 

Every time I try to kick my caffeine habit, these F***ing jets make my 

splitting headache worse so I end up back on the caffeine. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 



This is torture. If I'd known it was going to be this bad, I would have put in 

triple-pane windows. 

This is unreasonable. Flightpath is directly circling super low over a 

residential neighborhood and wildlife preserve. This is not the right location 

for this activity. The navy has no regard for our community. This trainings 

should be moved. 

This time of night it is EXTREMELY loud.   

This was the loudest of the 7 or 8 flying A**h***s in the last 30 minutes. 

"THREE MORE FLYING A**H***S IN THE LAST FIVE MINUTES 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

Today exemplifies the need to move these planes. The noise is nonstop with 

no breaks.  

Too loud having health issues can’t sleep and the baby can’t stand it he’s 

crying it’s so loud 

Torturing us, Gemini devices interrupting sleep, giving us health issues and 

shaking and rattling our homes 

Totally disruptive, no one else can enjoy this beautiful day.  

Trying to rest at home after having my hip replace but the jets aren’t 

stopping! 

Two growlers passed over my house measuring 97.5 dB.  To loud 

Unable to go outside, unable to work inside. This is not an appropriate place 

for these trainings. This is life limiting. 

Unbelievable. Each time.  

US Navy: making your cities sound like a ShopVac concerto in a tin sewer 

line.  GO AWAY! You can fly over the desert. You don't _have_ to torture 

people. 

It is a warm night and we cannot have our windows open. This has the 

potential to be unsafe as well as incredibly disturbing and life-altering. We 

feel like we cannot live our lives.  

IT IS MIDNIGHT. JUST STOP ALREADY. WHAT IN THE HELL IS WRONG WITH 

THESE PEOPLE??? 

It was a whole 30 seconds since the last insanely loud jet roared overhead. I 

was getting afraid I would have to listen to hear my ears ringing instead of 

the jetholes. Thanks for covering up my tinnitus! Pretty soon I will be deaf 

and it wont matter 

very loud flights overhead, this plane setup should not be flown over people 

you aren't trying to kill or destroy 

"Very loud. 

Sorry I haven't been able to log many recent Growler noise incidents. The 

data you are collecting is just a small sub-set of the Growler noise we hear 

at southend of Lopez Island." 

Very low over low south Lopez 

Very low over S Lopez 

Waked us up. Two low passes south Lopez 

War noise over our heads.  Horrible.  

War planes training over our heads.  Unearthly noise. Stop.  

Watmough head. Really noisy, continuous 

"Watmough lopez 

So loud earplugs don’t help at all. Constant engine noise from Ault " 

Watmough. So loud it is hurting my ears  

Way too loud and low flying. I speak for all sensitive beings, not in my sky. 



We are visiting Lopez Island on a week long camping trip. 4 separate jets 

flew directly over Fisherman Bay around 12:30am. They were extremely 

loud and even shook our travel trailer. I can’t believe this is allowed!  

We can’t sleep getting a migraine, my ears are ringing like a highly keep 

down my dinner, blood pressure, diabetes, anxiety. Why does the Navy 

have to torture us  

We can't sleep, sit on our decks, eat a meal in peace, open our windows to 

cool our homes.  The Navy treats us as an enemy.  What an ugly waste of 

our tax-payer dollars. 

We have had day and very late night Monday through Thurs of extremely 

loud Growlers, effecting our work outside and our sleep inside.  The 

unreasonable pattern of constant passes over our house is wearing on our 

nerves.  Our dogs are also stressed.   

We have high blood pressure and heart Issues affecting our health and 

reporting it for four years they only dive bomber and will you report where 

we are terrible Jenavies torturing people why? 

We need a rest, making us sick dealing with this  

"Who gives a F*** if NATO wants to blow up the whole F***ing world 

Night after night it sounds like we have World War III just over the horizon 

F;”!k you from Port townsend " 

Who is paying for this $45,000-an-hour noise pollution? Oh. Right. I am. 

Why in the F*** do these planes have to be so loud and so low. 

Woke my grandchildren  

Won’t let us sleep 

Wow you would think with how high pitch screech that if you looked up 

into the sky there should be rips and tears !  

Xe 

Yay. Yet another Navy A**h*** in an insanely loud jet. 

Yeah ! Another Friday night      

You are damaging people's healthy by not letting them sleep. 

You just woke my kid up AGAIN! Twice in one evening. Get out of here! Stop 

making my kid suffer because you people can’t figure out a better place to 

fly. Get out of our neighborhoods and fly somewhere else!  

you missed me, tough guy 

plane flew close to over my house (over Smugglers Cove Road), which it is 

not supposed to fly here 

Play your war games in Nevada,  dammit 

Please stop flying over residential homes!  My kid is the one suffering from 

no sleep because you guys can’t figure out another flight path!  Stop flying 

over our homes and go somewhere else!!! 

You’re breaking the law again flying around our homes about less than 500 

feet Releasing the jet fuel, we can’t breathe. He can’t open her windows. 

It’s summertime. We don’t have air-conditioning. 

"   STOP!  

My animals are freaked. Out! 

I’d love for you to visit my house and listen!!!!" 

   STOP! Please!!!!!! 

Been hearing it for hours now." 

23 miles away from OLF tonight… we know that horrible sound well. 

Breaking the peace of an otherwise beautiful spring evening. I’ll never 

understand why that level of noise is okay.  



Another 16 hr flight day, weeks in a row. I’ve noticed entire family more 

frustrated, harder to focus. I have lost work. This is not right. Growlers 

should not be here!  

another one 2 minutes after the last one 

another week of listening to you F***nuts all night? 

Decatur  

Decatur  

Family is camping at nearby state park. The constant jets going over this late 

at night makes it hard to put young kiddos to bed 

Flights already most of the day. Expecting another 16ht day if flights. Trying 

to support the NAVY but the flights are destroying everyday life. Flying in 

heavy populated areas means we could also be attacked in highly populated 

areas.  

Flights started at 8:40.pm. Awesome just in time for bedtime and keep us 

up half the night. Great way to start a hard work week. 

Flying at night for at least an hour 

Forks.  Again with the night flights :-( 

Forks. Growlers high but still distinctly heard for over an hour over Forks. 

Windows and doors shut. Even with an electric toothbrush Their noise was 

heard. Not exactly stealthy!  

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE 

F*** you, naval airbase 

Growler noise every evening for the past couple weeks. I thought they were 

supposed to rotate flight paths to minimize impact on any single location. 

Have been hearing it for a couple of hours. Heard it last night as well. 

I feel sick and so stressed is the only way I can describe the torture from 

theses jets. It’s constant.  

i hate that the noise ruins any quiet activity here. 

I heard another one earlier this afternoon but didn't get to record the time. 

It was quite loud with vibration. 

I literally feel like I am going to go crazy. Nothing works to limit the sound. It 

penetrates everything. I HATE THEM!!!!!!!!!! 

I wish I could record and attach to this so you could hear how loud these 

flights are. I’m not even on the island they are flying over.  

Interrupted phone call 

Jets started again at 9pm. Kids I just put down got back up due to the jet 

noise. Dog is now pacing around the house and I will probably have to sleep 

in the basement. They were over Terri’s corner, Stanwood and work today. 

So tired.  

Like thunder for over an hour 

Midnight and still flying 

Note: Yesterday I was in Mount Vernon, WA, outside Skagit Valley Hospital 

waiting for a friend, around 1:45 pm. A growler passed over so loud that I 

had to cover my ears. 

"ONE MINUTE SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** FLEW OVER 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

Really?  This time of night?? 

S Lopez. Rumbling. Trying to sleep 

Seriously? 



So loud, no escape and I get started at 9pm. We his is when people go to 

bed and I get sleep. There is no sleep when they fly.  

"TENTH ONE IN FIFTEEN MINUTES. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

thanks again for being so obnoxious 

thanks for driving down property values 

continuing noise pollution from the flying A**h***s. 

thanks for the noise pollution 

There was one a little after 7 am as well, but I don't remember the exact 

time. 

"it’s almost 9pm and there have been sporadic flying A**h***s all day but 

two just went overhead in less than 5 minutes. 

F*** WHIDBEY NAVAL AIRBASE" 

It’s impossible to sleep with the constant jet noise. Even with windows 

closed. 

It’s nighttime when people are sleeping. This needs to stop. I can’t relax at 

all with the rumbling of my house and noise 

They have been flying so much. My nerves are raw like if I had a long term 

sickness and there is no reprieve  

Engine noise from Ault, plus vibrations. Very loud and disruptive  

every night this week. super loud, super late 

Excessively loud, ruining a perfect summer day. Did you ever consider how 

sound travels over water? They're just flying in circles. 

They have flown close every day this week. Today they are so loud that I 

have two window air conditioners going and I can still hear them. Again, I 

am not even on their island. Trying to work from home. So hard with he 

loud jet noise.  

Third hell night of jet noise in a row. The NAVY has betrayed the public here 

in so many ways. Is there anyone to protect the public from our own NAVY?  

This is getting so out of hand. We bought our property in Freeland so we 

could experience the quiet 

Time is approximate. 

Time may be off by a few minutes. 

Time may be off by a minute or two. 

Time may be off by a minute or two. 

Time might be off by a couple of minutes. 

Trying to play outside on the nice summer day with the grand kids  but the 

jets have been flying sporadically. Makes it miserable to be outside.  

yep, yet another one 

"just got home from taking care of a sick friend in Bellingham.  I need to 

rest, 

only to hear your NOISE.  If I had the money to sue you personally for. 

damages I would do sol.  " 

  Enough already! 

10am.  Mud Bay, Lopez. Deep rumbling and vibrating roar from NASWI. 

Startled me.  I thought something was wrong outside, a big truck in the 

driveway or something, so I dropped what I was doing and ran outside.  

WRONG.  Navy abuse again. 

11:20 at night and there is still deep groaning, scraping rumbling sound from 

the south,  navy warplanes pummeling Coupeville.  It vibrates my home in 

Anacortes.  Horrid and abusive 



11:38 pm and shaking the house, Thursday night, school night, work night, 

warm weather where people need to be able to open their windows . . . 

why? 

"2 MINUTES SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** FLEW OVER 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

2 very late nights of loud jet noises are not acceptable. Past midnight is just 

cruel and completely inconsiderate of people who need to work in the 

morning.  

"45 SECONDS SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** FLEW OVER 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

Absolut ridiculous noise this morning....woke me up and kept me up until 

your training was over. THIS IS NEW!   

"AGAIN. STILL. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

Another Sunday ! 

Come on it’s after midnight. The noise prevents sleep  

Decatur  

Disruptive jet noise pollution three separate times in 5 minutes 

"EIGHTH ONE IN ELEVEN MINUTES. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

"FIFTH ONE IN SIX MINUTES. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

Flights so load at work. Stops office conversations and phone calls. It rattles 

inside my head and I can’t focus on what I am working on. Customer who 

moved off Island and South mentioned, “I don’t miss that noise.  

Flying low over main st and Terry rd. Seeing flying over the high school and 

the hospital in Coupeville. Windows are vibrating 

Went directly over the house. A golfing range finder measured 540 feet 

altitude.  

What a terrible end to a beautiful day. Move them to the east. 

What an outrage! Sick and tired of the Navy’s toxic noise. They’ve ruined 

the north Puget Sound region.  

WHAT THE F***. 

Forks   The roar and sighting of four growlers, three in formation, one 

nearby. Very loud but due to height, not building shaking loud. First time for 

me seeing four in the sky near each other instead of chasing. 

"Forks and Rialto Beach, ONP 

Jets so loud that walking the beach with incoming tide we could hear more 

jet noise than natural sounds. Not a peaceful experience!" 

Forks, Washington. Loud enough to wake the sleeping dog inside the house 

with the windows closed. I thought we had a weekend free from Jet noise. 

"Fourth one in six minutes. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE 

"Great. The Naval Airbase Sh**show is starting up again. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 



Growlers have been flying with distracting and deep vibrations since around 

11 am through 1:30 this afternoon! 

Engine noise from Ault- rumbling my innards 

Every night, this inescapable noise at bedtime. It’s unbearable and 

relentless. 

Extremely disruptive to us  

Hate when the Navy puts out no FCLPs this week while here at Ault field I 

am watching and hearing them do it ! 

Hearing and feeling the rumbling engine run up on south Lopez 

I also heard one about an hour ago, but I didn't make a note of the exact 

time. 

I hope the weather is so horrible today that these A**h***s stop with their 

noise pollution.  

"It’s 12:30am, literally the MIDDLE OF THE FREAKING NIGHT. 

WTF IS WRONG WITH THESE NAVY A**H***S????" 

it’s so awesome to once again be in bed falling asleep when a jet roars 

ovcerhead. it’s going to take me an hour to get sleepy again…unless another 

jet roars overhead 

Just making note, not the first time by far. I report and they get louder.  

Last night your growlers kept many Port Townsend people awake very late 

at night. I’ll write to my Congressman to suggest he looks into a reasonable 

curfew time. This is ridiculous time of night to keep people awake.  

"LESS THAN 30 SECONDS SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** 

*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

Live in Port Ludlow and the noise has been much worse than usual lately to 

the point it’s disrupting sleep 

Low rumble and vibration through our home in Port Ludlow, 22 miles from 

the OLF.  Thanks Navy for destroying our peace, you suck!!!! 

Nice! Just about to fall asleep after being woken up 45 minutes ago by the 

last jet. I hope the next one comes in another 45 minutes so that the day 

ends just as it started…with the F***ing jet noise polluting the air. 

noise polluters are working overtime the last couple days. yay. 

"Not even 30 seconds since the last one. 

What the F*** is wrong with these Naval Idiots?" 

Obnoxious 

ONE MINUTE SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** FLEW OVER 

"ONE MINUTE SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

Outside of Forks in a Forest Service area - walking dogs, enjoying nature 

sounds along the river when passing jet thundered across the peaceful quiet 

. All conversation had to wait . 

Padilla bay reserve. Roaring and rumbling heard all the way here!!!!! 

Shaking our home the water line leak from refrigerator of our house and 

now I have mold And head to care of all the flooring and cabinets, because 

the water line leak in the walls 

so f’ing sick of these f’ing planes and their f’ing noise pollution 

Subterranean rumble causing a headache 

The EA-18 Growlers still on night training.  



These A**h***s are still at it. Thanks for making it impossible to enjoy the 

outdoors or to leave my windows open. True American heroes. 

THREE MINUTES SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** FLEW OVER 

Too low too loud!  Fly over the ocean! 

"TWELFTH OBE IN SEVENTEEN MINUTES. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

We are not used to hearing growlers over the Poulsbo area; this was 

distinctly a growler jet--low rumble, building to uncomfortable loudness, 

then fading. They have a signature sound that you can't forget! 

We can hear growler noise from OLF all the way in port ludlow on a 

perfectly clear and otherwise peaceful evening. I have lost all hope that a 

resolution will be found to end the Navy’s toxic noise pollution. So terribly 

sad.  

When will these A**h***s be kicked out of here and F*** off to somewhere 

where it’s appropriate for this Sh**. 

So loud we can’t sleep or even watch TV or talk to each other ears are 

ringing and he’s driving 

So loud, we can’t hear anything or sleep Migraines and raining in Aaron’s 

Sounds like a growler or two. Clear skies. Came north to south. Very loud. 

Constant rumble until it went over mountains. Sound lasted two or three 

minutes. Very disorienting. Had to stop what I was doing.  

Will it ever stop ?  

"Within last five minutes, T=two more incidents of disruptive noise 

pollution produced by insanely loud jets. 

‘Why in the F*** is this allowed? Move this F***ing base to somewhere 

appropriate." 

YAY!!! 2 more planes from the A**h*** Airbase in the last 5 minutes. I hope 

it continues all night AGAIN, who wants any peace and quiet? It’s not like 

this is a major population center or a place where people try to enjoy nature 

or anything. 

Was outside with an arborist in Mt. Vernon trying to discuss saving a few 

trees. We had to keep pausing and plugging our ears for minutes at a time 

when the Navy would attack us. 

Family movie night disrupted due to the growler noise to close all the 

windows in the house and turn up the volume.  Some of the family 

membered decided to watch the movie at a later time/date due to the 

noise. 

A beautiful summer eve. ruined by the extreme Growler noise.  Have to 

close all our windows., though warm.   So inappropriate for this region. 

The sound is pure hell. At some points my house rattles and I live on 

Camano. There is no way to be outside on this beautiful summer evening. 

This is so wrong on so many levels.  

Cannot hear TV or fall asleep due to continuous Growler noise. 

once again i was laying in bed almost asleep when two jets go roaring 

overhead within 7b minutes of each other. 

The OLF runway is too short to be safe, this noise is insane and disrupts all 

activities. This is not the right place for these trainings.  

i’ve been bombarded by the deafening roar of these F***ing jets ALL DAY 

LONG. i just want to go to sleep now but there have been 4 jets in 20 

minutes. these jets make oak harbor unliveable. 

What makes you think it's okay to keep people awake at this time of night 

with terrifying war noise? 

Incredibly intense, very late at night. Frustrated that I can't sleep. 

Location not working. I’m in Port Townsend  



"This is unbearable! 

The growlers started flying around 7pm.  Right over the house for their first 

approach.  They flew until about 11:10 pm.  Each time they started a new 

routine they flew over the house.   

Two intensely loud, low altitude, domestic terrorists just flew over my 

home in Mt. Vernon. Cats are under the bed. 

Thanks to the Navy flying over Mt. Vernon today, I can now report that my 

new custom earplugs are insufficient to make it possible to be outside while 

the jets are out. 

Holy crap, Navy! I you _trying_ to torture people right now or are you just 

doing it out of callousness and incompetence? 

SOB is on full afterburner right over town.  

It feels like they are attacking us. It’s so loud. Kids had window open then 

shut it sayin, I hate those jets. I still hear them. The NAVY is not building 

respect.  

Direct fly over. Blasts 

S. Lopez 2:25pm. Aug 3.  SCREAMING JET over us.  Still screaming, now a 

long roar.  Still roaring as it moves away. 

S  Lopez. Evening of Aug 2 awakened by extremely loud noise from low-

flying plane that sounded like the P-?. I don't know exact name of it but it 

flies over us often & I am familiar with loud slow roar.  Could not go back to 

sleep for quite a while. 

"I do hope this is not happening tonight??? I just heard the beginning?? 

I’m not sure how you can fly during a lawsuit??? 

This is unbearable!!!" 

"You need to STOP!  

I am exhausted from last night!" 

"STOP! 

Our wildlife and sea life are suffering!" 

"You are destroying my property value! And my sense of well being! 

Extremely loud. Sound like burnouts but with a very loud jet. Unnerving to 

say the least. 

"Ok.. here we go! 

"30 SECONDS SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** FLEW OVER 

I will be speaking to a lawyer about damage to my pet .. and local wildlife.. 

also doing research on orca whales!" 

Waves of low rumbles and vibrations for about half an hour now in Port 

Ludlow. Ridiculous level of noise coming from OLF Coupeville.  

Jeezus!!! 

Several more 

Unreal, people need to sleep. Flying over a wildlife preserve and a 

residential neighborhood and tourist area? I feel like I am making 

statements on repeat. This is not the right place for these activities. 

This is oppressive. If the navy's goal is to ruin a rural community and run 

everyone and all of the wildlife and natural resources out of here . . . Bravo! 

Great job. You are doing it! This is unsustainable and makes zero sense in 

this special place. 

so sick of listening to the noise from these jets. half a dozen flyovers already 

this morning. the jets are absolutely the worst thing about living in oak 

harbor. it’s not the tourists or the rain, it’s the deafening roar of jets that is 

the worst. 



less than five minutes since the last deafening flyover. floor vibrating again. 

can’t wait to move from here because of these jets. 

Planes extremely loud and persistent all day.  And our phone and Internet 

service kept failing shortly after each flight over us.  

Loud low flight disrupted sleep woke entire household 

Loud low flight over dugualla bay disrupted sleep and woke entire 

household.  

F*** THE NAVY 

F*** THESE FLYING A**H***S FROM THE NAVY 

Loud low flight over dugualla bay disrupted sleep and woke entire 

household.  

Aug 7.  There is constant thunder in the skies.  South Lopez.  TOO MUCH JET 

NOISE!!!! 

More civilian torture in Mount Vernon. I don't know what they're learning 

out there except to be callous. 

Camano Island...near Triangle Cove. 

OUTRAGEOUS ! They BEGAN landing practice at 10:30PM, making sleep 

nearly impossible. We had hoped that, because the Growlers had not 

conduct landing practice during most of the day, that by 10:30PM we would 

have a silent night. NOPE 

For the SECOND consecutive night, Growler landing practice began at 

10:30PM, after a relatively quiet day.  Just SO very stressful, just as one 

expects to sleep.   

Really? 

9:54am. Lopez.  Doing computer work and distracted by rumbling vibration 

and jet roar in the skies. 

Even with cooking, fans, cleaning and being in the center of house 

bathroom, the sound of these jets today are ripping through the house. No 

way we can home school with this noise.  

Almost constant low overflights all morning by Growlers. 

Growler SCREAMING over Mud Bay, heading southeast, 11:13am, Aug 14.  

There is no need for a Growler to fly over this area.  Startled me.  Heart 

pounds. 

It's one thing for the Navy to constantly disrupt activities, but you could 

make it less impactful by letting us at least PLAN activities around your 

disruptions. Would it kill you to publish an accurate schedule? 

S Lopez. Aug 8, 11:25.  ANOTHER LOUD  roaring growler over us.  Long long 

long roar. 

Low and loud south Lopez 

Is that the Sound of Domestic Terrorism I hear over Mt. Vernon? 

You monkeys just don't quit, do you? Go fly your egos somewhere else 

This one went on longer than usual - several minutes. I also heard two of 

them between 7:30-8:00 this morning, but don't remember the exact times. 

They were within about 4 minutes of each other. 

Too darn low!! 

Measured at 192.7 yards altitude with my golfing range finder. It was loud 

enough that my ears were numb. We both have increased hearing loss from 

the noise.  

P-8. 482.6 yards altitude.  

one of the many Many MANY reasons i hate these F***ing jets is because 

everytime they fly by, the wifi craps out. i am trying to do an online class 

and the F***ing jets make it impossible to sit in my own home and use the 

internet. plus the NOISE!!!! 



9:40am, Aug 9, Mud Bay Lopez.  Huge vibration and rumble from NASWI.  

Whatever happened to Rep. Larsen's interest in mitigating noise from 

NASWI? He talks a lot about the environment and NOTHING about how 

NASWI affects the environment. 

10:13am, Aug 9 S Lopez.  PROLONGED VIBRATING RUMBLING ROAR.  Loud 

growler noise.  Like thunder. 

Aug 9. S Lopez.  Sounds like NASWI is launching its fleet....ANOTHER LOUD 

rumbling vibrating roar. 

S Lopez. Aug 9 10:58pm.  I simply can't report all the noise incidents. I am 

working! But right now, another BIG GROWLER ROAR. Taking off from 

NASWI? That's what it sounds like. The roar of take-off and then the slightly 

different roar as airborne. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

"The flying A**h***s are back at it.  

F*** the Whidbey Naval Air Base." 

S Lopez.  Here it comes.  A Growler flying over.  LOUD! 

I'm trying to work and the jet noise is completely disrupting my work. I can't 

hear people I'm on the phone with at all, so having to stop my meeting 2x 

so far. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning  

Noon, August 9. South Lopez.  Growler screaming toward us.  Now 

ROARING over us.  LONG ROAR.  Disruptive of conversation. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

Extremely loud, Low flying growler aircraft with gear down disrupting my 

afternoon  

S Lopez.  Aug 9.  The day the Navy chooses to fly over South Lopez.  An 

otherwise nice day.  Ruined.  Loud roar echoing through the skies right now. 

F*** the navy!!!!!! F*** the navy!!!!! What else is there to say’ 

F*** THESE A**H***S 

All day today and all last night into 1am.  

All day, returning over and over. Very obnoxious behavior on part of pilots.  

All week long? Late night??? What is the reason for this?  

Almost midnight on a weekday. Where is the regard for our community? 

F*** these Navy A**h***s and their F***ing jets 

Shook the walls 

goes away comes back goes away comes back goes away comes back goes 

away comes back goes away comes back goes away comes back goes away 

comes back goes away comes back goes away comes back goes away comes 

back goes away comes back goes away . . .   

1:31pm.  Navy jet flying north right over our house,  Mud Bay, Lopez.  Aug 9.  

ROARING LOUD. 

1:33pm. Aug 9.  ANOTHER NAVY JET over our house, flying north.  Mud Bay, 

Lopez. 

"Extremely LOUD Growler over my home!!! 

Here it comes again.  When these monsters bank it’s a terrible NOISE!" 

Terribly loud slow flyover the Anacortes ferry landing stopped all 

conversations and people had to plug their ears. Please go away. You are 

not welcome here.  



1:42pm 8/9. South Lopez.  ANOTHER $%^&*&^%$!!<<>>< Navy jet over 

south Lopez.  Disrupting the peace, except that there has been no peace 

thanks to the abusive Navy. 

Multiple low level growler aircraft with gear down making my afternoon 

disrupted  

Extremely loud, disruptive and deafening flights overhead, multiple passes 

by these assaults on the senses. Please don't fly these over populated or 

environmentally sensitive areas. 

More domestic terrorism over Mt. Vernon. 

Extremely low flying multiple growler aircraft with gear down.  

Loud jet over village on Lopez. Interrupts a zoom presentation. 

Growler in the area!  Rumble rumble. Noise noise. 

W.  T.  F.   

Aug 9 6:33pm. so loud we could not hear ourselves talk. Mud Bay . Growlers 

disrupted us. 

STOP FLYING OVER THE NEIGHBORHOODS!!! I’m so tired of you waking my 

kid up! All you need to do is fly more to the East or West, options! Wow 

choose one and get away from our homes.  

Low over south Lopez 

2 planes. Directly overhead.  

After enduring many, very loud overflights all morning, the Growlers are 

conducting landing practice.  The noise level is EXTREME and I fear this will 

go on into the night! 

"Please update the flight schedule so we can plan accordingly 

Using Forks as a bombing range. Again. 

6:31pm.  Rumbling roaring jet.  South Lopez. 

awesome. not even 9:30 in the morning and it’s already started. is this going 

to be another +12 hour day of these A**h***s flying overhead? 

There is no peace. They are everywhere. 

SoundCloud game my ears are ringing from a couple hours ago 

Can’t have conversations or watch TV 

Take of and landing practice started at 9:20pm. How is this right? Will be 

sleeping in unfinished basement in a tent. Wish I could attach pics.  

Too loud & too much vibration in house to sleep. 

"USN Command. Another round of Sound assault directed against US  

seniors and children residing on San Juan Islands. Maui….another island 

within territory “protected” 

by USN Command….too busy to help ?" 

Woke entire household from sleep. Over dugualla heights oak harbor.  

Growler overflights all day, landing practice ALL night!  Well after 2200 

hours and still circling. How can we sleep with this horrific level of noise?   

Disrupting sleep 

Getting terrible migraines can’t sleep 

Disrupting, much-needed sleep 

Newborn in the house, Damaging eardrums 

Newborn baby 

Disturbing sleep 

Noise is too loud for a newborn baby 



There they go again it’s been nice the last few weeks, not having them fly 

over 

Lopez Island is not military base. Why do they get to use this as part of their 

flight path?  

Loud low flights over dugualla heights disrupting household sleep. 

Additional flights at 10:32, 10:39, 10:40, 10:45, 10:46, 10:50, 10:56 , and 

10:58. These rapid fire flights/ landings are just TOO LOUD to be flying over 

residences.  

Low over south Lopez 

Extremely loud can’t get to sleep getting migraines and ringing in the ears. 

My anxiety is high and Salish my blood pressure very bad health issues for 

us old folks. 

We are soooooo tired. The summer is really hard with the jets, they fly so 

often and so late. This place is home to people, majestic wildlife and 

tourists. We are not against your need to train, this is just the WRONG place 

to do it. 

Too loud to sleep 

Growler landing practice was ongoing all evening and into the night.  

Extremely loud and stressful.  The shattering noise ended just before 

MIDNIGHT! 

South Lopez 

Who needs sleep?? I guess the residents of Island County don't at  23:15 at 

night on a work night... If the noise was coming from my next-door 

neighbor, I'd call the cops, but since it's the Navy, I'm SOL. Don't abuse the 

civilian neighbors NASWI! 

Woke entire family from sleep flying over dugualla bay. Low,loud frequent. 

Additional disruptive flights at 11:33, 11:34, 11:36, 11:51 pm.  

Woke entire household from sleep, low and loud and  over dugualla bay. 

Additional disruptive flights at 12:30, 12:34.  

South Lopez.  First the scream of the oncoming growler.  Now the long long 

deep roar.  Distracting.  Upsetting because I was hoping to sit outside after a 

morning of computer work. But now I am concerned that there will be 

more, so I am uncertain. 

Lopez village. Loud growler overhead. Blotted out the meeting 

conversation. 

Growlers flying around Quilcene area last night and this morning  

This is the 2nd time this week growlers have flown over Lake Whatcom 

area. It’s so distressing.  

Beginning just after 9:00AM this morning there has been an almost 

uninterrupted take-offs and overflights.  Horrible noise!! 

S Lopez.  Growler roaring over us.  Jet noise echoes in the skies. 

Comment from a friend visiting from out of state: "Holy ****, it's even 

worse than you described it!"  And that was a quiet one.  The Navy jets are 

not compatible with people living here. People were here before the 

growlers. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

Heavy vibrations. Where are the hush houses so we don't have to list to 

there testing. Multiple times  

is this going to be YET ANOTHER day ruined by the constant head splitting 

noise of the flying A**?  

USN Command at it again….spending millions to fund the Puget Sound 

assault against children and seniors. And ignoring the needs of the survivors 

of the Lahaina fires…..??? 



First of the day- shrieking, scraping metallic roaring of navy growler passing,  

takes minutes for the sound to disappear completely.  Anacortes before 

9am 

S lopez. Loud growler over South Lopez. Long long roar. 

dear flying A**: thanks for again being so loud that it forces me to close the 

windows on a heat advisory day. hopefully you continue with your insane 

war monger noise intermittantly all F***ing day to so max heat builds up 

indoors. hate u much! 

So deep and low it is palpable as much as audible- disturbing, penetrating 

waves of energy with deep deep rumble - that is Growlers pummeling 

Coupeville, heard from Anacortes near the ferry.  Disturbing here, 

unconscionable there.  10:30 pm, ongoing 

Seaplane and other aircraft activity throughout the entire day has been 

bothersome to our entire household, including pets.  

Seems excessively late for exercises. Disrupting sleep.  

"SIXTH ONE IN EIGHT MINUTES. 

South end Lopez.  Jets are rumbling the skies this morning.  Thunder in our 

ears this morning. 

vibrating the floor, can’t even hear my audiobook. 

OMFG JUST STOP ALREADY 

MORE!!! Is this one of the many many many days when the flying A** are at 

it nonstop? My windows have been closed for over an hour due to these 

asshats. What more can I do other than quit my job and move away from 

here? I hate them so much. 

South Lopez, Aug 16, 11am.  LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD Roar of Growler over 

us. Drowned out TV. 

Hey, is it _really_ necessary to fly over Mt. Vernon homes so low that your 

pilots could watch my pets running for cover? 

Deep scraping rumble- as palpable as audible inside.  It is vaguely sickening 

and it is the distant sounds of US navy Growlers pummeling Coupeville as 

the do so frequently.  I hear this from Anacortes unsettling in south facing 

bedroom.  9:45pm… 

Nonstop growlers for 1.5 hours so far 

Crazy rumbling over the straits.  

We get home ready to relax, and they go to work. No one blames the pilots 

it's the whole idea that the Navy feel they have to wreck the quiet skies 

over a pristine land  

so sick of these A** F***ing up my wifi whenever they randomly go roaring 

overhead. this military base needs to move somewhere appropriate AWAY 

FROM HERE. 

three flying A** in five minutes. words cannot express how much i have 

grown to hate these arrogant war mongers. 

it’s been nonstop roaring flying A** for 15 minutes. I HATE THEM SO MUCH. 

NOW THE FLOOR IS VIBRATING FROM THE NOISE. OMFG I HATE THESE A** 

SO MUCH. 

IT HASN’T STOPPED FOR OVER 20 MINUTES. UNREMITTING HORRIBLY LOUD 

DISRUPTIVE NOISE FROM THE FLYING A**. 

Loud disruptive rumbles for hours 

Loud low flight over dugualla bay disrupted sleep and woke entire 

household.  

Seriously stop flying over the damn neighborhoods! You wake my child up 

every night with the constant flying over our house. How are you not able 



to figure out a different flight path so you can stop ruining people’s sleep?! 

GO SOMEWHERE ELSE! 

IT’S NOT EVEN POSSIBLE TO DROWN OUT THE FLYING A**HOLE NOISE 

WHEN I WEAR EARPLUGS AND TURN THE TELEVISION TO 100% VOLUME. 

WHEN ARE THESE F***JERS GOING TO STOP?!?!? IT’S BEEN 30 MINUTES OF 

NONSTOP NOISE. I HATE THEM SO MUCH. 

NONSTOP ROARING JETS FOR FORTY FIVE FREAKING MINUTES. WHY ARE 

THEY SUCH ASSSSHOLES. 

IT’S BEEN NONSTOP FOR AN HOUR. IT’S 10PM. I HATE THESE FLYING A**. 

Dear God could we just have two nights I. A row without flying ! Just 

another Sunday ! They have slipped back I to flying six days a week !!!! 

Decatur 

Disturbing  sleep 

growlers way out of flight pattern, very low, satanic. 

S Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD ROARING JET OVER MUD BAY.  Could not carry 

on a conversation outside.  Aug 18 11:34pm.  STILL ROARING. STILL 

ROARING.  I THINK  THAT WHEN IT SWINGS TOWARD WHIDBEY SO WE GET 

EVEN MORE ROARING. STILL ROARING. 

"THIRTY SECONDS SINCE THE LAST AIRA**H*** FLKEW OVER 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

This growler noise has continued for an hour this afternoon 

SOUTHEND LOPEZ.  LOUD JET NOISE IN THE SKIES.  RUMBLING AND 

ROARING, AS IF THERE IS A WAR GOING ON JUST SOUTH OF US. 

S. Lopez.  Thursday evening.  Jet noise from NASWI.  It is distant thunder, 

and constant.  Annoying because it is loud enough that I cannot ignore it as I 

try to sleep. It is a warm night and I do not want to close my window.  

Disrupting my sleep!!!! 

Shook the walls of my house and woke me up!  It’s getting out of hand here.   

As if on cue, around 9:30 pm , right when a rational, healthy individual 

would want and need to go to sleep- the nightly terrible deep shaking 

thunder, felt/heard all the way in Anacortes, from navy warplanes 

pummeling Coupeville…. Terrible 

Can’t sleep with all this noise 

Cannot enjoy our exterior spaces at our house. 

The  GROWLERS are shaking the afternoon calm with landing practice, 

trailing out towards Saratoga Passage.  Multiple aircraft looping low over 

Whidbey produce an uninterrupted eye-shattering roar. 

We thought they don’t fly late on Friday…woke our grandchildren from their 

nap.  

dB 141.8 

Continuously loud jet noise. Makes it impossible to enjoy the state park and 

beach. 

Neighbors have a newborn be subject to kiss loud noise 141.8 

D’S 145.0 

Filling out this form over and over again, more than a thousand times a 

year, is part of the trauma. Each time is a way of re-experiencing the pain, 

and a reflection on the hours, days, years of my life that have been 

eviscerated by military sadism. 

Ears hurt.   So loud.   

S.Lopez.  Growler screaming and roaring over us.  A sudden onset of noise, 

and a long noisy departure. 

After 10 pm -woken up from sleep by deep deep grinding sounds from the 

heavens, from the south.  The navy devastating the night yet again.  

Anacortes hearing insane thunder from Coupeville.  I feel my home shudder.   



South Lopez. The jet noise from NASWI is so loud tonight, so pervasive, that 

we cannot even keep our windows open if we want half a chance of 

sleeping. 

This was terrible. 

the flying A** have been nonstop noise polluting for a solid hour, it’s now 

almost 11pm. everyone who isn’t one of the flying A** is trying to get to 

sleep so we can go to work in the morning. nonstop roaring and vibration.  

I was chased out of my bedroom until after midnight last night (Anacortes 

near the ferry) and I find I wake up to and am aware of distant thunder of 

growlers passing by again T 6:15 am.  Horrible abuse on health of civilian 

population. 

Drowning out the waves as we try and get some sleep - late night training 

should not be done where residents have to be kept up at night. 

What a bunch of selfish puke bags. Thanks to the way the Navy has been 

running this program, I've lost all respect for these self righteous fake 

heroes.  

Southend Lopez. Flying LOW and LOUD this morning, we are being pestered 

by what I believe are the "P" planes. Very unpleasant, and distracting.  Their 

noise is low, slow and ominous, and they seem to be pursuing a circular 

route. Fly somewhere else! 

S Lopez.  It has been a morning of rolling thunder from NASWI.  Sounds like 

they are blasting off rockets to the moon. Over and over and over. 

S Lopez. Just as I was reporting persistent roaring from Whidbey, we are hit 

by another roaring growler overhead.  Still roaring.  Still roaring.  Still 

roaring. The growlers are a menace to folks trying to do work & find times 

to enjoy the outdoors. 

S. Lopez. Aug 22. 1:23pm. We are being bombed. By that I mean there is 

persistent rumbling & then felt-vibrations from Growler activity.Maybe it 

will help to compare it to a train running across your lawn, rumbling, 

vibrating. Makes me uncomfortable. 

You wankers have destroyed what makes this area so beautiful. 

Duck and cover  

9:48pm. it’s so nice of the flying A** to wait until just before everyone 

wants to go to bed to once again start up with their ear splitting noise. i 

hope they keep it going constantly for over an hour, just like last night. hate 

them soooo much 

Awful very deep rumbling thunder disturbing sleep (preventing sleep)  

starting after 10 pm AGAIN-  Anacortes.  Navy abuse of civilians.  It’s what 

they do 

Another sleepless night.  

Going on for last 10 minutes  

Constant rumbling all evening. Can’t sleep because of the noise. It’s 10:30 

pm and people have to work tomorrow! 

10:34pm. 45 solid minutes of noise and vibration from the flying A**.  

When the cloud cover is thick the 

Mt. Vernon.  The Navy sucks. Go away. 

S Lopez. Aug 23.1:51pm. Jet noise fills the skies.  Roaring.  

S Lopez.  LOUD jet polluting the skies with NOISE and rumble. 

Whenever the cloud cover is intense, the jets tend to be much louder- 

almost as if they're little children with the "I can't see you so you can't hear 

me" attitude.  Bull. 

With all the clouds over Mt. Vernon, you'd almost be able to believe that 

the latest boom was thunder rather than a contemptuous Navy. Almost. 



House shakes and so loud you can’t hear anything inside with windows 

closed 

Jets starts after 9pm. So tired and have to work tomorrow. How are we 

supposed to work if we can’t sleep because of the jets?  

Your noise is affecting my sleep.  You should NOT be creating this type of 

noise at bedtime. 

Db 143. 

Continuous loud rumbling affecting our sleep. Very disturbing 

Db143.1 

Continuous rumbling from aircrafts 

Ears are ringing,  

Really obnoxious this week.  Very obnoxious pilot right this minute.   

Nasty pilots. Do they really need to harass us meedlessly? 

Please go to China Lake!!! 

Some people have to work tomorrow. Noise can be heard through closed 

doors and windows. Please stop.  

Extremely loud damaging, no ears interrupt sleep I jog goes into 

convulsions. NAV needs to be held responsible for their actions terrorizing 

our neighborhood. 

Extremely loud flight overhead, sounded like a growler but can’t see it , 

multiple flights happening please stop attacking us with sound 

Just woke us up! Go away! 

3 in the pattern over OLF, triple the noise!! It’s AWFUL!!   

This jet noise is ridiculous! We didn't buy a home next to a military base, 

but we're being subjected to these loud disturbances even during the night 

as we try to sleep. It sounds like an earthquake or loud thunderstorm. This 

must stop. 

Very loud 

Our open windows and silence of our bedroom again shattered by the 

obnoxious Growler engine, SO out of place in this eco-system. 

Wow, this is so extra loud. Is this a rookie flying??? They are so much closer 

to our home than usual. It is always disruptive and stressful but they are 

extra close right now, cannot let our dog out, sounds like a war zone. 

The air quality is already bad enough due to the smoke from the fires… but 

here come the jets to make it even worse!  

What timing. Horrific, loud war noises right at bedtime. Shame!!! 

Really awful that Freeland is being impacted as well 

I started hearing them about 9:45 pm. How can they be allowed to start 

noise that’s so loud that keeps you up but everyone else has to follow a 

noise ordinance by 10pm?  

Making it hard to get go sleep. 

"How is it possible you are flying during lawsuit??? 

The noise just woke me!!!" 

250 characters isn’t enough to express the exasperation I feel as our quiet 

island community is tormented by these machines of war. Does anyone 

truly believe this unbelievably disruptive jet activity is acceptable in a 

residential community?  

My pet just bit me! While I was asleep! Woke up to loud growlers! I now 

know what upset him! 

30 minutes in the pattern Coupeville OLF. 10:15 pm. Horrible noise.  

Difficulty sleeping dud to persistent rumbling noise. 



We just moved here from Nashville and knew nothing about the jet noise. It 

is scary because it sounds like a war zone. It is also disruptive to normal 

activities. I know our pilots need training , but why do they do it at 10:00 at 

night?  

Loud enough to disrupt my sleep 

Woke me.  

ALL FREAKING DAY THE FLYINGN A** HAVE BEEN THUNDERING OVERHEAD 

SO CLOSE THAT I CAN READ THE NUMBERS ON THE BOTTOM OF THE 

PLANES. EAR SHATTERING LOUD, TONS OF VIBRATION. I HATE THEM 

SOOOOOOOOOOOOO MUCH!!!!!!!!!!! 

Huge jet flew low over Port Townsend. Some military aircraft, why fly so 

low? F*** the navy! 

4 Growlers flew right over our house 

"First time we experience vibration of the house. 

Incredible intensity of noise. A little like Seafair when planes fly over the 

roof. 

How can they make so much noise and cause vibration when we do not 

even see them!! 

Down with Mordor." 

"First time we experience vibration of the house. 

Incredible intensity of noise. A little like Seafair when planes fly over the 

roof. 

How can they make so much noise and cause vibration when we do not 

even see them!! 

Down with Mordor." 

There were 4 of them. It has been so nice and quiet lately. Knew it couldn’t 

last. Bummer  

The NAVY must not been informed that it gets darker earlier 

9:30 pm and I was awakened by their thundering roars ! Why with it being 

dark early why are they starting now ! I hate feeling so angry that I want to 

scream and cry at the same time ! 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Walking our dog at 10:30 pm & the jets were flying, louder than usual, no 

ear protection. Our dog was visibly frightened, not typical. Later, I heard 

them even lower & louder around 11 pm, at 122 decibels! from our front 

steps, horrible! 

One after another, Growlers overflying Northwest to Southeast. 

Huge Helicopter 

Woke us up. Low over south Lopez 

Disrupting  sleep  let our children rest 

Disrupts conversation inside my home. 

Private Jet leaving Friday Harbor.   

Quarter to 10 in the evening, Anacortes.  Awful grumbling groaning, 

creaking skies to the south that mean Coupeville is getting battered, and the 

deep rumble is disturbing even all the way up here.   Appalling abuse of 

civilians by the Navy. 

Really sucks to not be able to sit on your own deck and eat dinner with 

family because the jets are flying ! 

Distracting sleep 

2 EA18 Growlers in a row. Flying east towards the Cascades over top of 

Camano Island. Noise is terrible. Why is the Navy training war planes over 



civilians.  The noise is deafening.  We ask for relief from our representatives. 

We need your help!   

"2 growlers flying approx. South to north. Flying low. 

 


